
Customer Testimonials

Cartostrip Ltd., founded in 2008, revolutionized the stripping process in the folding carton and corrugated industries. Its Cartostrip 
product, featuring a powerful motor and two-handed operation, ensures safe and efficient stripping. Remarkable cost savings and 
improved productivity makes Cartostrip a must-have in today's production environment.

Cartostrip Hand-Held Stripping Devices have been purchased by many leading carton and corrugated companies, as well as POP 
producers, trade finishers, greeting card manufacturers, and others who work with a die-cut product.

Customers say that the equipment changed their thinking about how stripping should be done as well as radically improving their 
efficiency.

Cartostrip Stripping Devices — Since 2008

“We had been hand stripping die cut cartons for over 20 year because we believed it was the most efficient way to do it. When we saw the 
Cartostrip in use, we realized that we were wrong. We saw the potential and bought three units, Even on complicated sheets, with a little 
forward planning the Cartostrip strips them in no time.”

Phil Webster | Director – Cartonage

“From the start of the sales demonstration we were hooked. We purchased the whole system, including turntable and balancer, on the 
spot to enable us to handle waste better. The machine has made the most difference in production for the least sum invested in a long 
while and the ROI will be short too”

Patrick Connolly | Sales Manager – South West Packaging

“This innovative hand-held tool has made the stripping of die-cut work so much easier for our operators. Thanks to the huge time savings 
offered by this product, it has easily paid for itself inside of six months. It has made such a difference to the department and paid for itself 
over and over.”

Neil Jarvis | General Manager – Pollard Boxes

“We had been looking for a way to improve and speed up our hand stripping and the Cartostrip system is exactly what we were after. We 
now achieve cleanly stripped, undamaged stacks of work in a fraction of the time it used to take by hand.  We’ve also greatly improved 
our waste handling with the Cartoturn. The investment will pay for itself in a few short months.”

Mike Walters | Factory Manager – S.H. Fiske & Co

“After considering the hand held Cartostrip tool for many months, I finally decided to go for it. Reduced man hours and a decreased 
level of work in progress has left our die-cutting section with space we didn’t know we had, my only regret is that I didn’t do it sooner! A 
manually intensive task has been made much easier making it popular with our operators, anybody manually stripping now is behind the 
curve with this technology available.”

Jamie Wicks | Production Manager – The Box Factory

“To be honest I was convinced that this demo would be unsuccessful but how wrong was I. The tool was amazing! Even on double fluting 
it stripped the pallet in no time! Cartostrip kindly let us have the stripping tool on a trial period & on time trials, it was 50% quicker than 
manual stripping every time. We were that impressed we decided to purchase 2 of the machines which will pay for their selves in a matter 
of months. Not only have we reduced labor costs in the stripping area we have also eliminated damages from manual stripping. I would 
highly recommend Cartostrip. I just wish we have done this sooner!”

John Dighton | Production Manager – STI Line Ltd.
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The Cartostrip has allowed us to provide customers with much lower cost  shorter run options, due to the flexibility it has in our production 
process. We use the machine to strip everything from Micro Flute material all the way through to heavy duty materials such as CA flute. We 
saw a return on investment in less than 6 months, which is a very impressive for any piece of capital equipment.

Ben Genisi | Managing Director – HSG Packaging

“We decided on Cartostrip for its durability and safety features not found in other machines. In less than a third of the time it used to 
take, Cartostrip gives us clean, undamaged stacks of blanks and improved gluer through put with the bonus of greater efficiency in our 
stripping department all round.”

Alan Moseley | Finishing Supervisor – Firstan Ltd

I have been delighted with the performance of the Cartostrip device. It has improved the die- cutting operation of our plant and made 
the stripping operators job faster, more productive and if truth be told a lot more pleasant. I would thoroughly recommend Cartostrip to 
any hand stripping operation.

John Logan | Box-It

“Since we purchased a Cartostrip machine two years ago it has become an integral part of our carton production. We couldn’t believe 
how much quicker it was to use the Cartostrip Compact stripper than to do it by hand. From the moment the staff saw a demonstration, 
they were hooked and wanted to try it for themselves. One commented that it was a pleasure to use. It has increased efficiency and 
productivity in the stripping department and improved machine throughput as the carton blanks are undamaged”

Brian Watson | Potts Print (UK)

The Cartostrip hand held waste stripping machine has really changed the way we strip pallets of card and cardboard. I had been toying 
with the idea of getting one for a few years. After having one on loan for a week, I could not let it go back and had to purchase it. When 
customers come to see us and they see it in operation, they want to try it for themselves just for the satisfaction you get from using it. Top 
and bottom of it is that every pallet we strip is money in the bank. Enough said.

Paul Robinson | PNP Packaging Services
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